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This pocket-sized 60-page booklet provides a sampling of some of the questions and answers

found in Randy Alcorn's Heaven. This handy little booklet makes a great gift! Features: 18

easy-to-understand questions and answers adapted from the best-selling Heaven Perfect gift for

non-believers Great evangelism piece Convenient pocket-size, easy to fit in purses, backpacks, and

briefcases Affordably priced
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Buyers, notice that this is an excellent booklet - NOT the paperback version of Heaven. Heaven is

not out in paperback. The Heaven hardcover book is more than 500 pages. THIS is a booklet that

addresses questions people have about Heaven- the place. It is priced at 99 cents for evangelism

purposes. This booklet is good to use for handouts at funerals, for hospital visits, hospice centers,

prisons,etc. It is an evangelism tool when used in that manner. I have passed this out to neighbors

both at Christmas and Easter. An excellent tool, but it is NOT the book Heaven in paperback; it is

supplemental.

Heaven, Biblical Answers to Common Questions is a 64-page small booklet that is 6"x4" and is

awesome to share with people who you meet in the regular dailies of life ... and priced at 99 cents

each, this is exactly what it was designed to do :) I order these in the 20-pack so that I always have

a couple in my purse to give away (Heaven: Biblical Answers to Common Questions (20pk)). People

love receiving them and it's so nice to be able to share such encouragement.Other products in the



"Heaven Goup" by Randy Alcorn are also great ... the big hardback Heaven gives all the scriptural

research supporting the author's contention that Heaven will be a creative, rich, colorful, and

awesome ending to our life here and starting of a more wonderful adventure there. I also really liked

the paperback Heaven for Kids which is an easier read of this same information. And now I am quite

pleased to have this little 64-page condensed version, easy-to-read BOOKLET that I share easily

with others.Bon Appetit!

What an amazing book. After I read "The Shack" I read this and this book has really helped to peek

my interest in establishing my bond with The Lord. Randy Alcorn does a fantastic job of describing

Heaven and answering so many questions we all have about what happens after we die. Well, we

do not die. He uses the Bible to support his conclusions and makes very convincing cases for his

beliefs, which I now share. As a matter of fact, they are so convincing, I cannot wait to go there. I

live my life differently now because of "The Shack" and now "Heaven" is further moving me in the

proper direction to serve the Son of Man.I highly recommend this book to people who have

questions about Heaven. This book will bring you peace.

I reviewed this with friends, laymen and two trusted Biblical scholars and while even the author

admits and challenges us to check on his interpretations of Biblical references, it does contain a

clear prospectus of what will likely be waiting for believers. Very enjoyable and entertaining reading.

I bought the hardback and two copies of the electronic copies (Nook for my daughter and Kindle for

myself). The low cost for kindle (about $3 beat the $32 for the hard copy). This is the small overview

book (99cents) and my critique relates more to the indepth 500 page version.

"Heaven: Biblical Answers to Common Questions" is full of answers. I found more answers then I

even asked questions about, and if you know me, you know I am an investigative reporter. I will ply

you with questions to discover what you know. Randy Alcorn is one learned man, and he has

researched Scripture thoroughly on the subject of what it will be like in Heaven. His answers are all

referenced with Scripture.I like his answers. Do you remember hearing the words, "A New Heaven

and a New Earth"? That's because when Jesus returns after the last trumpet is blown, He will bring

Heaven to Earth, which will need a lot of restructuring after all of His wrath has been poured out and

destroyed most of Earth as we know it.But Alcorn made my heart happy when he said things about

animals being here on the New Heaven on Earth. He reminded us that God created all the animals,

and then He saved the animals in the ark when He flooded the earth. He uses this as his basis that



surely He loves animals so much, He will have them with Him.Alcorn's booklet if filled with many

descriptions of what Heaven will be like, and also what we won't see any more. We won't see: traffic

jams, hatred, violence, depression, and oppression. The best one will be, there won't be any more

weeds, as we won't be under the CURSE He placed on us in the Garden of Eden. (I'm still mad at

Adam and Eve about that!)I gave this booklet a five star rating. Anyone old enough to read should

read it!

Heaven by Randy Alcorn turned out to be just a booklet and not what I expected. Since I already

own the hard cover copy of the unabridged edition, I was looking for a paperback version for gift

giving. My fault. Should have read the information more closely. However, I paid .99 a copy plus

some kind of extra fee at 1.99 coming to almost $3.00 a copy plus S & H. Then found out later I

could have gotten the same pamphlet at Randy's web site for .50 a copy and S & H.Nice little

booklet for stuffing a birthday, get well, etc. card for that little something extra. Well written with a

great message of hope and expectation for the life to come. Introduces the complete book, with the

same name, Heaven, where Mr. Alcorn goes into much more detail on the subject.Let me say here

that the price problem is the first I have encountered at . Usually I find the prices here very

competitive and the service has been nothing less than great.
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